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Inspection Summary: This inspection report documents the safety inspections conducted
during day shift and backshift hours of station activities including: plant operations; radiation
protection; maintenance and surveillance; engineering and technical support; emergency
preparedness; security; and safety assessment / quality verification.

Resuhs: Overall, GPUN operated the facility in a safe manner. Licensee response to the
May 3,1992, forest fire was good. Three (3) non-cited violations (NCV) were identified
during the inspection period. One NCV was identified regarding control room operator use
of the wrong ringdown phone for offsite notification of the Unusual Event during the May 3,
1992, fire. Another NCV was identified following licensee discovery of an inadequate
surveillance proccdure which effectively rendered the reactor protection system (RPS) high
recirculation f. scram setting inoperable for a short period of time during the weekly test.
The third NCV related to the Quality Assurance Department discovery of a program
implementation problem with the commercial grade parts dedication process at Oyster Creek.
These licensee-identified violations were not cited, were of low safety significance, and
corrective actions were prompt and effective.
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EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY

Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Report No. 92-12

~ Plant Operations

Overall response to the May 3,1992, forest fire was appropriate and conservative.
Emergency response actions were accomplished effectively, with an exception regarding use
of the wrong ringdown phc.e for noti 6 cation of the Unusual Event (UE). The licensee's
post-transient review was thorough and brought out several human performance issue.c which
are being addressed' appropriately.

hiainicnance/ Surveillance

Maintenance support for the recon 6guration of the main steam isolation valve (MSIV) limit
switch circuitry (NS03B) was good. Electricians demonstrated system knowledge and a
safety conscious attitude by questioning the placement of a neutral cor nection for an electrical
jumper for the MSIV limit switch work. Engineering agreed that an alternate neutral
connection was more appropriate.

Engineering and Technical Support

Engineering personnel provided good technical support during the response to the May 3,
1992, Gre.' During a detailed review of the reactor recirculation flow circuitry in the control
room for a proposed modification, a system engineer discovered a procedural inadequacy
with the weekly test for the existing recirculation flow converter which tendered the high
recirculation flow scram inoperable for a short period of time. The problem was quickly
brought to management attention and resolved.

Emergency Preparedness

Emergency response activities were accomplished effectively during the response to the
May 3,- 1992, fire. Emergency response facilities were promptly activated and satisfactorily

- staffed. Communication with state and local personnel and with the NRC were handled well.
A thorough critique was presented by the licensee after the event.
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Security

Security personnel provided good support for the site throughout the May 3,1992, nre
response.

Safety Assessment and Ouality Verification

The quality assurance department (QAD) identified a program implementation problem with
the dedication of commercial grade parts at Oyster Creek. QAD identified several instances

.

where pre- or post-installation testing of commercially dedicated parts was either not properly
documented or not performed at all. The licensee took aggressive action to evaluate the
status'ofinstalled commercially dedicated companents and implement short-term actions to
prevent recurrence. No operability concerns have been identified.

.
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1.0 OPERATIONS (71707,93702)

1.1 Operations Summary

|
The unit'was at full power at the start of the inspection period (hfay 3,1992). Later that 1

day, at 1:26 p.m..an automatic reactor scram occurred when the turbine control system |
experienced a loss of control valve oil pressure after sensing a loss of offsite power, causing !

an anticipatory scram by the reactor protection system (RPS) - The loss of offsite power was ;

caused by a large forest fire in the area of the 230kV offsite distribution lines. The loss of J

offsite power lasted for approximately six minutes before partial offsite power was restored. !
Due to the continuing fire threat to the offsite power lines, the IC and ID 4kV vital busses !

were powered by the emergency diesel generators for most of the event (about 14 hours).
Overall, licensee response to the event was appropriate and conservative and emergency
response activities were accomplished effectively. Further discussion of this event is included
in Section 1.2.

The unit was returned to power operation on_ hiay 6,1992, after a thorough post-transient
review effort was performed by the licensee and pre-startup actions prescribed by the Post-
Transient Review Group (PTRG) were completed. On May 14, 1992, an alarm was received
in the control room indicating that the 'B' main steam isolation valves (MSIV) were either
closed or partially closed. A concurrent half-scram signal was received. Evaluation revealed
that the alarm was due to the malfunction of a limit switch on the 'B' train inboard MSIV
(NS03B) which indicates when the valve is 10% from full open, and that there had been no
actual MSIV closure. Power was reduced to 40% and MSIVs NS03B (inboard) and NSO4B

-(outboard) were cycled in an unsuccessful attempt to reset the alarm. The licensee
subsequently installed a temporary variation which reconfigured the circuitry to use another
limit switch (the 5% from full open limit switch which provides the full open position
indication for NS03B). The engineering evaluation in support of this activity was
comprehensive and safety conscious. The maintenance activities were performed well.

The unit was returned to full power on May 15,1992, and operated at or near full power
until May 29,1992, when a voluntary shutdown was commenced to allow repairs to be
performed on equipment inside the drywel' .At the end of the inspection period, the unit was
in cold shutdown with work ongoing in the drywell.

1.2 . Alert Caused by Forest Fire Near Plant

On May 3,1992, at 1:10 p.m., a brush fire was seen in the area around the Oyster Creek
site (see Attachment Il for fire locations). At 1:26 p.m., a loss of offsite power occurred due
to an electrical fault between the two 230kV of fsite distribution lines caused by the fire.
With the loss of offsite power, the turbine tripped and a reactor scram occurred when the

~

anticipatory turbine trip scram signal was input to the reactor protection system (RPS). An
unusual event (UE) was declared at 2:02 p.m. due to a calculated bulk drywell temperature
of 160 F. The loss of offsite power lasted about six minutes before partial offsite power was
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restored to the site. However, the fire was near the offsite power lines making offsite power
unreliable. The licensee declared an Alert at 2:34 p.m. after determining that the threat to
offsite power would continue. The tire was out of control at that time, The emergency
response facilities were activated when the Alert was declared in accordance with the Oyster
Creek emergency plan. Based on the continuing uncertainty regarding the reliability of the
offsite power supply, the licensee appropriately decided to continue powering the 4kV busses
from the emergency diesel generators (EDG) for most of the event. See Attachment I for a
detailed sequence of events for plant and operator response.

Overall, the inspectors found the licensee's response to the offsite fire to be appropriately
conservative and well controlledi Determination and classification of the emergency action
levels by the group shift supervisor (GSS) were completed in a timely manner. The GSS
decisions renected an appropriate concern for the continued assurance of safety of the facility.
The licensee properly entered emergency operating procedure (EOP) 3200.01, RPV Control,
Revision 5, as entry conditions were met, While making the notifications for the Unusual
Event (UE), a control room operator (CRO) picked up the wrong ringdown telephone. This
resulted in the notification of Ocean County of the UE instead of the State of New Jersey.
Neither the CRO nor the Ocean County official realized that they were not talking to the state
police. Due to this error, the licensee did not notify the state within 15 minutes of the
declaration of the UE as required by the emergency plan. The correct notification was made
at the Alert level about 30 minutes later. The licensee identified the failure to notify the state
during review of state police records for the event in preparation for the critique of the

:sponse effort. The root cause was identified as a personnel error, contributed to by a poor
identi6 cation and location of the state notification ringdown telephone in the control room.
As corrective action, the licensee has moved the state ringdown telephone next to the NRC
emergency notification system (ENS) telephone. In addition, a colored border was placed
around the state ringdown telephone to further differentiate it from the county ringdown
telephone. Control room operators have been briefed on the failure to notify the state of the
U E.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions to correct the failure to notify the
state of the UE; verified the repositioning of the state ringdown telephone, with the colored
border separating it from the county ringdown telephone; and discussed the occurrence with
licensee management. The failure to notify the state in the proper time frame is a violation
of the licensee's emergency plan and Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50. However, the licensee

- has completed corrective actions that should prevent recurrence; there has been no similar
violation for which corrective actions should have prevented recurrence; and the violation was

- identified by the licensee and is of low safety significance. As such, the violation is not
being cited as provided for in NRC Enforcement Policy, Appendix C (1992) to 10 CFR Part
.2, Section VII.B(2).

Generally, the plant responded as designed during the event. The isolation condensers
initiated and were effectively used to depressurize the reactor. The emergency diesel
generators (EDG) started and loaded appropriately and performed well during the event. A

. _
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minor difficulty occurred when the 'A' control rod drive (CRD) pump did not start during
the EDG load sequence. The licensee determined that a high resistance contact on the time
delay relay for the A CRD pump prevented the pump from starting and loading to the EDG.

_ _

The relay was replaced and satisfactorily retested.

Overall operator response to the event was good. The reactor mode switch was placed in
shutdown within four seconds of the initial scram signal. Isolation condenser cooldown and
transition to shutdown cooling were controlled well. However, inspector observations along
with the licensee's post-transient review effort brought out a few performance issues which
warranted licensee followup action. Two of the more significant issues and the licensee's
response to them are described below:

1. Reactor Vessel Overfeed

While attempting to recover reactor water level after power had been restored to the
feedwater pumps (approximately 10 minutes into the event sequence), an overfeed and
high reactor water level event occurred. The feedwater regulating valves (FRV) had
locked up when control air pressure was lost (the air compressors had tripped on the
loss of power). The compressors do not automatically reload after their power supply
has been restored. Before starting a main feed pump, the CRO adjusted the controller
for the associated FRV to the minimum position and then started the pump. With the
FRV locked in the open position, an overfeed to the reactor occurred. Reactor water
level quickly exceeded the level at which the isolation condensers are required to be
isolated (about 185" above top of active fuel (TAF)). With the isolation condensers
isolated, the electromatic relief valves (EMRV) were used to control reactor pressure.
Reducing reactor pressure using the EMRVs resulted in increasing torus water
temperatures. The torus water was cooled by placing the containment spray and
emergency service water (ESW) system No.1 in the torus water cooling mode of
operations. The CRO was following the guidance provided by the EOI' 3200.01,
RPV Control, Revision 5, to recover reactor water level when the event occurred.
However, the effect of a loss of control air pressure on the FRV was not clearly
understood by the operator.

The inspectors found the operator response during the overfeed event was adequate in
that the addition of water to the reactor vessel ensured that the fuel remained covered.
The inspectors acknowledged that the CROs were responding to many alarms and
were following the guidance in the EOPs to restore reactor water level. However, the
CROs did not clearly understand the status of the feedwater system and the necessary
support systems before starting the feedwater pumps. Indications were available to the
CROs that the FRVs were locked in an open position. When questioned by the
inspectors the licensee reviewed the circumstances surrounding the overfeed event and
determined that corrective action was warranted. - The licensee has stated that the
event will be incorporated into the licensed operator re-qualification training and that
when the site specific simulator has been delivered to the site interactive training on
this event will be performed.

. ..- .-. - -
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2. Load Transfer From EDG No. 2 to Offsite Power Supply

At 2:40 a.m., on May 4,1992, while trying to transfer the ID 4kV vital bus to the
offsite power supply from EDG No. 2, an operator error resulted in the EDG output
breaker tripping on undervoltage to the ID 4kV vital bus. The transfer was being -
controlled using Procedure 341, Rev. 31, " Emergency Diesel Generator Operation."
To perform the transfer both the frequency and the voltage of the EDG and the grid
had to be matched. Before starting to adjust either frequency or voltage, Procedure
341 requires that the EDG selector switch be placed in the transfer mode. With the
switch in the transfer mode, a frequency droop circuit is inserted into the control logic
for the EDG. This results in a decrease in EDG frequency and also in a decrease in
its output voltage. The CRO had determined, based on his observation of the
synchroscope voltmeters, that the EDG voltage was higher than the line voltage.
After placing the EDG selector switch in the transfer position, the CRO began
lowering EDG voltage to match the line voltage. However, contrary to the CRO's
earlier determination, the EDG output voltage had actually been lower than the line
voltage to start. As EDG output voltage was being lowered by the CRO, the
frequency droop circuit was compounding the EDG output voltage decrease. Shortly
thereafter the EDG output breaker tripped on undervoltage and power was lost to the
ID 4kV vital bus. -It appeared that the CRO assumed that the voltmeter label "DG"
near the synchroscope showed the EDG voltage and the voltmeter labeled "line"
showed the line voltage. With the arrangement of the electrical system at the time,
this assumption was not correct (the opposite was true). When power was lost to the
ID 4kV vital bus, a full scram signal and primary containment isolation signal was
received. This caused an isolation of the shutdown cooling system which was in
service at the time.

Power was restored to the ID 4kV vital bus when the operator returned the EDG
selector switch to the peaking position and the droop circuit was removed from the
EDG control logic circuit. - At this point the EDG output voltage was restored to a

- point above the undervoltage trip setpoint of the output breaker. - Restoration of the
shutdown cooling system was completed in about 15 minutes. The increase in the
temperature of the reactor coolant was not significant.

Inspector review of the EDG No. 2 output breaker trip noted that while the procedure
did not provide information describing system response after placing the EDG selector
switch in the transfer position, placing the switch in the transfer position by itself
would not have resulted in the EDG output breaker tripping open on an undervoltage
signal. The underlying cause of the EDG trip was the operator error of observing the
incorrect voltmeter while lowering EDG voltage. Contributing to the operator error
was the poor labeling of the synchroscope voltmeters. The operator did not use all
available information to determine the relationship between the EDG output voltage

_ _.
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and the voltage on the IB non-vital 4kV bus before beginning to lower the EDG
output voltage. The licensee has initiated corrective action to prevent this from
recurring. Specifically, Procedure 341 was changed _to provide the information on the
effect of placing the selector switch in the transfer position and to give instructions to
the operators on what actions to take to reduce the voltage drop when the droop
circuit is in effect. Additional corrective actions are to change t1e labeling of the
synchroscope voltmeters to agree with the description in the procedure and validate
and verify the procedure in coordination with the biennial review by August 1992.
This issue will be included in future operator training sessions. In fact, this EDG
offloading evolution has been included in the scenarios presented to each of the Oyster
Creek operating crews which have been sent to the Westinghouse facilities in
Monroeville, PA, to participate in the factory acceptance testing for the new plant-
specific simulator. Four of the six operating crews have been to Monroeville since
the fire event.

Activities in the techriical support center (TSC) and in the control room were well
coordinated and conducted. The operations support center (OSC) dispatched 54 teams to
perform various activities directed by the TSC during the event. Communications between
the site and offsite agencies were effective in providing current status of the fires around the
site. Inspection of the switchyard and offsite power sources was done in a timely manner.
GPUN's decision to maintain the vital and non-vital busses powered from separate sources
was appropriate based on the uncertainty of the offsite power supplies and the continued
threat from the surrounding fires. The efforts of both GPUN employees and local fire
department personnel were instrumental in ensuring the fire did not cause damage to the fire
pond pump house located southwest of the site and the site switchyard located directly west of
the site. The licensee performed the necessary analysis to determine that the smoke from the

'

fire did not adversely affect the ability of the EDGs or the standby gas treatment system to
perform their required functions. Overall, the response by licensee personnel was good.

1.3 Facility Tours

1.3.1- Drywell Tour

'On June 1,1992, the inspector toured the drywell while the plant was shutdown for a short
maintenance outage. The outage began on May 29,1992, to repair drywell recirculation fan
1-1, repair the level column of second stage reheater drain tank 1-5, replace the failed limit

. switch on the 'B' inboard main steam isolation valve (MSIV) NS03B, and perform
miscellaneous maintenance activities in the drywell and condenser bay. The outage was
scheduled to end on June 7,1992.

3

The inspector noted that the materia! condition of the drywell was good. There were no
- immediately obvious effects from the containment spray event of April 20, 1992, when about

|
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825 gallons of water were sprayed into the containment (see NRC Inspection Report 50-
219/92-08 dated June 2,1992) hiaintenance to replace the 'D' reactor recirculation pump
seal was in progress.

The inspector noted a small amo'mt of oil on the base of the hiSIV NS03A hydraulic timing
adjustment setscrew and informed the licensee of the observation. The licensee had not
identined this condition during their initial drywell inspection. Once informed, the licensee
took action to identify the source, clean the oil from the setscrew, and subsequently cycle the
htSIV (four times). No degradation in stroke time was noted and no oil was noted on the
setscrew following the stroke testing. Tik most likely source of the oil was from a minor oil
icak in the htSIV identined before startup from the 13R refueling outage. The valve was
repaired at that time Dune 1991) and successfully retested. No other notable observations
were made.

Drywell access was well controlled. Work activities were limited to those planned except for
the D recirculation pump seal. Excessive leakage was noted from the seal during the
licensee's initial drywell inspection and the seal repair was added to the outage scope.
Overall, the inspector concluded that the licensee had adequately planned and coordinated the
activities in the drywell during the short maintenance outage.

1.3.2 Plant Tours

The inspectors observed plant activities and conducted plant tours to assess equipment
conditions, personnel safety hazards, procedural adherence and compliance with regulatory
requirements. Tours were conducted of the following areas:

intake areacontrol room* a

cable spreading room - reactor buildinga *

turbine buildingdiesel generator building* *

vital switchgear roomsnew radwaste building* *

old radwaste building access control points* *

transformer yard -*

Control room activities were found to be well controlled and conducted in a professional
manner. Inspectors verified operator knowledge of ongoing plant activities, equipment status,
and existing Hre watches through random discussions.

2.0 RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS (71707)

During entry to and exit from the RCA, the inspectors verified that proper warning signs
were posted, personnel entering were wearing proper dosimetry, personnel and materials
leaving were properly monitored for radioactive contamination, and monitoring instruments
were functional and in calibration. Posted extended Radiation Work Permits (RWPs) and
survey status boards were reviewed to verify that they were current and accurate. The

. . - . _
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inspector observed activities in the RCA and verified that personnel were complying with the
requirements of applicable RWPs and that workers were aware of the radiological conditions
in the area.

3.0 51 AINTEN ANCE/ SURVEILLANCE (62703, 61726)

3.1 Alnin Steam Isolation Valve 10% Limit Switch

At 1:08 a.m., May 14,1992, the h1SIV Il CLOSED ALARh1 along with a half-scram were
received in the control room. The control room operators (CRO) then assessed plant
parameters in an attempt to verify whether an actual hiSIV closure had occurred. There was
no change in reactor power, steam and feedwater flows, reactor pressure, or vessel water
level that would have been consistent with the closure of an MSIV. By 2:20 a.m., reactor
power was being reduced to about 40% to allow performance of MSIV closure and inservice
testing (IST). Power was less than 40% by 4:30 a.m., and MSIVs NS03B and NSO4B were /

cycled in an unsuccessful try to reset the alarm.

Troubleshooting by the licensee determined that the cause of the alarm and half-scram was
the 10% (from full open) limit switch for 'B' train inboard MSIV NS03B. Engineering
reviewed the configuration of limit switches on NS03B. They determined that the 5% (from
full open) limit switch could be used in place of the 10% limit switch that had failed. This
5% limit switch provides the full open position indication for NS03B The use of the 5%
limit switch was possible without requiring a drywell entry or shutdown. Temporary
sariations (TVs) LL-92-03 and EJ-92-05 were developed to allow use of the 5% limit switch.

The TVs provided instructions for the installation of electrical jumpers and a new relay
(NS03BX) (GE Model CR120A02222AA) to support the use of the 5% limit switch and [
defeat the signal being input to channel 2 of the reactor protection system (RPS) from the
10% limit switch. While the electrical jumpers were being installed, the control power fuse
(2F7) for the MSIV 11 CLOSED input to channel 2 of RPS was removed. This ensured that
the alarm and half-scram remained in while the jumpers were installed. Relay NS03BX was
installed in control room panel 7R. An electrical jumper was installed between a set of
contacts on relay NS03BX and the MSIV system 2 closure circuit relay 2K17 in control room
panel 7R. A separate electrical jumper was installed between the position indication circuit
for NS03B in control room panel llF and relay NS03BX in control room panel 7R.

The inspector reviewed the two TVs and their associated safety evaluations; reviewed job
order number (JO#) 38896; watched installation of the jumper from the position indication
circuit to relay NS03BX and installation of relay NS03BX; reviewed vendor information on
the new relay; and discussed the installation of the TVs with plant engineering and operations
personnel. Reactor power was limited to near 40% while the maintenance activities were in
progress. Maintenance activities were controlled using JO# 38896 and the two TVs
developed by plant engineering.

1
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. The inspector noted that the electricians performing the maintenance in the control room were
knowledgeable about the precautions necessary to perform the work. While reviewing the
work to be accomplished, the electricians questioned the locations selected by plant
engineering for connecting the jumper between the MSIV position indication circuit and the
input to the MSIV 11 CLOSED ALARM circuit. The neutral connection that had originally

- been selected was the neutral for vital 120 Vac power supply CIP-3 in control room panel
llF. Loosening this neutral connection could have caused CIP-3 to fail. The electrical
foreman identified an alternate neutral connection location for the electrical jumper that would
not have affected any other neutral connection. Plant engineeriag changed the TVs to address
the concern with use of the CIP-3 neutral connection based on the recommendations of the
electrical foreman,

installation of the TVs was completed at 5:20 p.m., on May 15, 1992, and the alarm and
half scram were reset. ' Testing of the TVs to prove the operability of the reconfigured circuit .

- was conducted by 5:25 p.m., see section 3.2 for details on the testing.

The inspector concluded that the maintenance to install the jumpers and to lift the leads
associated with the TVs was well controlled and conducted. The electricians' questioning
attitude on the location of the neutral connection in panel llF showed a very good
understanding of the confirration of electrical neutrals in the 120 Vac vital power systems.
A walkdown of the connection points by plant engineering may have identified this concern
earlier. However, once the conecrn was identified, plant engineering was receptive to the
input from the electrical foreman and the electricians on resolving the concerns with using the
neutral for CIP-3. Overall, the inspector found plant engineering's evaluation and
development of corrective actions to address the failed limit switch to be adequately done.
This effort showed a good level of knowledge on tha existing configuration of the MSIV
indication, alarm, and control functions. The safety evaluation performed to address the
installation of the TVs adequately addressed the concerns with separation of safety and non-
safety equipment, the environmental qualification of the components, seismic and fire hazards
concerns, additional loading of the indication circuit power supply, and changes to the

. operating and position indicating characteristics of MSIV NS03B.

During the.short maintenance outage which began on May 29,1992, the licensee entered the
drywell and repaired the failed 10% limit switch. The operating arm for the limit switch was

. found to be broken. The limit switch was repaired and the temporary variations were
. removed. - While touring the drywell, the inspector noted that the limit switch operating arm
had been replaced. The inspector found the licencee's overall response to the initial event to
be well coordinated and conducted. The development of a method of restoring the function -

' of the 10% limit switch showed a careful and conservative approach to resolving the limit
switch failure.

._
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3,2 Main Steam isolation Valve Closure Testing

On May 15,1992, full closure surveillance testing of main steam isolation valves (MSIV)
NS03B and NS04B was conducted. The testing was being performed as post-maintenance
testing (PMT) following installation of the temporary variations (TV) noted in section 3.1.
Surveillance procedure 602.4.002, revision 17, "MSIV Closure and Inservice Test," was used
for the post maintenance testing.

The test verified the equipment installed by the TVs operated properly. The MSIV position
- indication, closure alarm, and RPS functions were not adversely affected by the innallation of
the TVs. The inspector reviewed the sequence of alarms display and noted that the difference
between the time for the MSIV 11 CLOSED alarm and receipt of the half-scram to occur for
NS03B and NSO4B was minimal.

The inspector observed performance of the full closure testing for both NS03B and NSO48.
Control room operators adequately controlled the testing using surveillance procedure
602.4.002. Both of the MSIVs responded as designed during the testing. Appropriately, a
half-scram was received on RPS channel 2 as the MSIVs were taken to the closed position.
The half-scram cleared when each MSIV was returned to the full open position.

Overall, the inspector concluded that the post-maintenance testing performed for the
installation of the TVs adequately demonstrated the ability of the 5% limit switch to replace
the 10% limit switch without adversely effecting equipment response. Control of the
surveillance testing was good.

4.0 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS (71707)

Emergency response activities were accomplished effectively during the May 3,1992, fire
event, Even with the traffic delays caused by the effect of the fires on the Garden State
Parkway, the emergency response facilities were promptly activated after declaration of the
Alert and were satisfactorily staffed throughout the event. Good communications between the
emergency response facilities were maintained throughout the event. The licensee effectively
accomplished a turnover of emergency response personnel which was necessary due to the
duration of the fire threat.

Communications with state and local personnel and with the NRC were handled well.
Frequent contact was maintained with the fire marshall who provided up-to-date status of the
Bres near the plant.

On May 5,1992, the licensee held a thorough critique of the emergency response function
during the fire event. During the critique, it was noted that the licensee had identified, after
a review of state police records, that the control room operator had picked up the wrong
ringdown phone for notification for the Unusual Event. This issue is discussed further in
section 1.2 of this report.
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5.0 SECURITY (71707)
,

' During routine tours', inspectors verified that access' controls were in accordance with the
Security Plan,-security posts were properly manned, protected area gates were locked or

_

guarded and that isolation zones were free of obstructions. Inspectors examined vital area
_

access points and verified that they were properly locked or guarded and that access control
was in accordance with the Security Plan. Security personnel provided good support for the
site throughout the May 3,:1992, fire event, including nionitoring the communications of the
local fire departments which were fighting the fires in the vicinity of the site.

6.0 SAFETY ASSESSMENT / QUALITY VERIFICATION (90712)

6.1 In Office Review of Licensee Event Reports-

NRC inspectors _ reviewed the following LERs and verified appropriate reporting, timeliness.
- complete event description, cause identification, and complete information. In addition, the
.need for_on site review was assessed.

LLER NO. DESCRIPTION

92-002l Inoperability of Diesel Generator for Greater than 7 Days
Caused by Failed Breaker Spring

92'003: Inadvertent Manual Activation of Engineered Safety Feature-

(Containment Spray) Due to Personnel Error

92-004i Loss of High Recirculation Flow Protection During Surveillance
Testing Due to Procedural Inadequacy

The subject of LER 92-002 was discussed in NRC inspection reports 50-219/92-07, Section
2.2 and 50-219/92-08, Section 1.3. The subject of LER'92-003 was discussed in NRC
inspection report 50/219/92-08, Section 1.4. - Overall, LERs 92-002,92-003, and 92-004

.

. (discussed below) accurately reflected the sequence of events, the cause of the failures, and
. appropriate corrective actions.

LER 92-004 dealt with a surveillance test procedure inadequacy which rendered the high
. recirculation flow reactor protection system (RPS) scram (117% of rated recirculation flow) .
inoperable and input non-conservative settings to the _APRM' flow biased RPS scram. This
problem had existed for approximately one minute per week (the time it took to perform the
recirculation flow converter portion of the test procedure) for each affected RPS channel

T since initial plant operation. The APRM high flux trip (115.7% power) was not affected by j
' this' problem.

|

|
'

--
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The surveillance test inadequacy was discovered by a system engineer who was assessing the
necessary testing requirements for a proposed new recirculation converter module and
comparing them to the testing performed on the existing flow converter. While comparing
system drawings to the APRM surveillance test and calibration procedure (Procedure
620.3.003), the system engineer noted an apparent problem during the testing of the
recirculation flow converter. As part of the test, the flow converter is put into the test mode,
rendering the converter inoperable and resulting in an RPS half scram. The procedure then
called for jumpering around the converter mode switch, which allowed resetting of the half
scram. A potentiometer was then used to allow artificial variation of the flow signal to the

- converter unit via the test jumper. The potentiometer was then raised from 100% to 117%
flow to obtain a second half scram when the high recirculation flow setpoint was reached.
During the time period while the potentiometer was being raised to the scram setpoint,
(approximately one minute) the high recirculation flow scram was effectively rendered
inoperable. Had an actual high recirculation flow signal been received during this time
frame, only a half scram on the other channel would have occurred. This action also input
potentially non-conservative settings for the APRM flow-biased scram and rod block,

The system engineer wrote a deviation report on April 24, 1992, and presented it to the
group shift supervisor (GSS) for initial concurrence. The GSS quickly concluded that this
test methodology had, for a short period of time each week, rendered these protective
features inoperable contrary to technical specification requirements and represented a
reportable condition (10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i)).

Immediate corrective action was to terminate the performance of the weekly test on the
recirculation flow converters. Calibration of recirculation loop flow is only required once per
refueling outage per Technical Specification Table 4.1.1, item 25. GPUN had performed the
recirculation flow test on a weekly basis since the other APRM scram functions were required
to be tested. weekly per technical specifications. Also, the licensee wrote a temporary
procedure change (TPC) to Procedure 620.3.003, Rev. 20, which did not reset the initial half
scram received _when putting the flow converter into the test mode. The procedure also
included an administrative rod block to be in place during the flow converter portion of the
test. However, the licensee has recently decided to remove the flow converter test from
Procedure 620.3.003 altogether so that the flow converter wdl be tested by separate
precedure at an appropriate frequency to be determined. Test data for the past two years is
being evaluated to determine if a test frequency of greater than once per refueling outage may
be necessary, i.e., due to instrument drift. Also, GPUN reviewed the other RPS logic
systems and testing to assure that similar problems did not exist.

| The inspector concluded that the condition caused by performance of this inadequate portion ;

of Procedure 620.3.003 was a violation of NRC requirements. However, the occurrence was
of low safety significance because this activity was part of a controlled evolution
(performance of a surveillance procedure) and was in effect for a short period of time
(approximately one minute) while being performed. While the APRM flow biased scram,

' would have been non-conservatively affected, APRM rod block protection would still have
i

i
t
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been available because the APRM rod block requires only one trip system for activation vice
both for the scram. Also, the APRM high flux trip (115.7% power) remained in service.
The system engineer's actions in discovering this error and quickly bringing it to management
attention were commendable. Corrective actions were prompt and appropriate. For these
reasons, this violation was not cited pursuant to 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1992), Section
VII.B(2).

6,2 Licensee Evaluation of Surrounding Environs (TI 2515/112)

Nuclear power plant licensees nre required by 10 CFR Part 50.71(c) to submit an update to
their Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) to the NRC on an annual basis. The NRC is in
the process of evaluating whether additional regulations may be necessary to assure that these
periodic FSAR updates include potential public health and safety issues resulting from
changes in population distribution or industrial, military, or transportation hazards that could
occur on or near reactor sites. In support of this staff evaluation, the inspector reviewed the
procedures and processes associated with the FSAR update. In addition, the inspector
reviewed Corporate Administrative Procedure 1000-ADM-7320.01, revision 2, " Updated
FSAR Document Change Control," that applies to Oyster Creek; Update 6 to the FSAR;
Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report (FDSAR); and NUREG 1382, Safety
Evaluation Report related to the full-term operating license for Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, issued in January 1991.

Based on this review the inspector determined that the licensee had a well organized program
for updating the FSAR. The FSAR was found to accurately re0cct the surrounding industrial
and military facilities which could have a potential impact on the safe operation of the plant.
The major ground transportation routes located near the site are the Garden State Parkway
located about 1.5 miles west of the plant, and Route 9, located about 0.25 miles from the

,

plant. Transportation of hazardous material on the Garden State Parkway is limited in the
area of the site due to trucking restrictions established on the parkway Concerns with the
effects on safe plant operation of transportation accidents were identined in NUREG 1382.
The major concern was with the transportation of hazardous material on Route 9. GPUN
determined that the amount of traffic on Route 9 was unavailable based on correspondence
with various State of New Jersey organizations responsible for transportation of hazardous
material. As a compensatory measure, GPUN has made arrangements with the New Jersey
State Police which requires the police to inform the Oyster Creek control room directly of a
transportation related, hazardous material air release occurring in Lacey or Ocean Townships
that could have an impact on the plant.

The most recent update (Update 6) to the FSAR used 1980 census data. In 1980 the
population (permanent and transient) within 10 miles of the site was 117542. Using the 1990
census data the population (permanent and transient) increased to 198254, or a 41% increase.
The permanent population incicased from 69871 in 1980 to 96718 in 1990, or a 28%
increase. In response to the increase in population, the licensee has performed an evacuation
time estimate (ETE) study using the 1990 population information. Based on the ETE study

i
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the licensee has found that for the worst case situation (peak summer months) a 27% increase
in evacuation time occurred. The evacuation times were kept lower than anticipated by
improved communications and coordination between the site and offsite agencies. The
current revision to the emergency plan (revision 6) in review with the NRC has not included
the 1990' census data. The licensee has stated that the next revision to the emergency plan
(revision 7) will include the 1990 census data and the increase in the evacuation time
estimates.

In conclusion, the inspector determined that the licensee has adequately incorporated changes
to the surrounding environs into the appropriate documentation. Communication between the
licensee and local and state organizations remains good and contributes to the licensee's

_

ability to be knowledgeable of and accommodate changes to the area surrounding the site.
This completes the required actions for the resident inspectors,

6,3 . Equipment Switching nnd Tagging Controls

Station procedure 108, " Equipment Control," provides the requirements for switching and
tagging (S&T) equipment for testing and maintenance. The licensee had found that the
existing procedure had become cumbersome and difGcult to manage effectively. As part of
thc . rocess Re-Engineering Program (PREP), the S&T procedure was evaluated to develop a
mc e effective method.

In the process of re-engineering the S&T program, the licensee reviewed the applicable
- Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSH A) requirements, NRC requirements and
guidance, and regulatory commitments. Based on this review, the licensee has developed a
revised S&T procedure. The revised procedure should be less cumbersome and still provide
the controls required to ensure that equipment is properly removed from service before
maintenance or testing is conducted. The revision to procedure 108 is scheduled to be
implemented in July 1992.

A major change proposed for the new S&T procedure required that all personnel conducting
S&T activities (hanging tags, completing outage requests, accepting ownership of the outage,
etc.) be trained and qualiGed to the new requirements. Currently, the responsibility for
hanging the tags, ensuring personnel safety, and operating within the licensed limits is the
responsibility of the operations department. While operations will still be responsible for
ensuring the F&T provides the required equipment alignment and that operation remains

- within licensed limits, the responsibility for ensuring personnel safety has been assigned to
the person requesting the system tagout.

i
'

The inspector attended training given on May 6,1992, on the revised S&T procedure.
| Adequate instructions were provided. Attendance was a mixture of electricians, mechanics,

- instrument and control (!&C) technicians, operations personnel, and their respective
supervision. Details of the pending revision to procedure 108 were adequately addressed withr

the differences from the existing S&T requirements highlighted.

:
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Overall, the inspector found the training adequate to inform the personnel of the proposed
changes to the S&T procedure. Personnel reaction to the revised S&T requirements was
mixed, but the revisions were generally recognized as an improvement fr ;i the existing
method.

6.4 Commercial Grade Dedication Program Implementation Problems

Quality assurance department (QAD) review of completed job orders in late April 1992
revealed a number of problems with the implementation of the commercial grade parts
dedication process at Oyster (' mk. With regard to required pre- or post-installation testing
of commercially dedicated parts to be installed, the QAD review identified several instances
in which either the testing was performed and was not documented properly, or the testing
was not performed at all. After the initial fmdings were brought to the attention of
management, QAD was tasked to review all job orders utilizing commercially dedicated parts
requiring pre- or post-installation testing, since the Operational QA plan committed to
commercial grade dedication for safety-related applications on January 1,1990.

By the end of the inspection period, QAD had identified several instances in which the
commercial dedication was not completed for a part installed in a safety-related application.
Material Non-Confo'mance Reports (MNCRs) were issued for the following installed
components:

,

Bussman 10 amp fuses (2) in control room panels*

GE breaker undervoltage (UV) device for 1-2 service water pump motor*

GE breaker UV device for screenwash pump motor*

GE breaker UV device for travelling screens 1-1,1-2*

GE breaker UV device for standby gas treatment system strip heater*

Fuse block in 480 volt breaker compartment for core spray booster pump ID*

Indicating light socket in 4160V ID bus*

Plant maintenance has been assigned to resolve these items, i.e., to complete the required
testing and complete the documentation of the commercial grade dedication package,
Operability assessments for the installed parts in question have been appropriate, including

- assessment of component characteristics vs. design operating requirements (material, sizing),
equipment performance since installation (whether service conditions were comparable to pre-
installation test requirements), visual inspection, and equipment performance during other
prescribed post-maintenance testing. To date, testing results have been acceptable and no
instances have been identined which affected system operability or required changeout of the
installed part. Approximately 100 job orders remain to be assessed which involve
commercially dedicated parts installed in safety-related applications.

Quality De6ciency Report (QDR) 92-013 was written to notify the plant maintenance
department of their noncompliance with those portions of Procedure 125.2, " Conduct of
Spare Parts Engineering," which require maintenance to perform appropriate pre- or post-
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maintenance testing and complete the dedication package. The following short-term
corrective actions were taken:

1. A temporary process was established for properly obtaining commercially dedicated
parts from the warehouse and ensuring that required pre- or post-installation testing is
performed and documented. The process includes a " hold stamp" on work packages
to remind maintenance personnel to complete appropriate testing and documentation
after obtaining a part from the warehouse. All affected personnel were trained in the
use of the temporary process.

2. All maintenance production supervisors were briefed on the issue and informed that
they wi!! have required 3ignatures on work packages acknowledging proper
implementation of the commercial grade dedication process.

3. The maintenance director issued a memorandum stressing the importance of
procedural adherence.

For long-term corrective actions, GPUN has formed a task force consisting of QA, plant
engineering, site services, maintenance, and warehouse personnel to evaluate the overall
process to determine what permanent process and/or procedural changes were necessary to
prevent recurrence. This effort will include identification of additional training requirements,
as well as actions necessary to address procedure adherence issues. After implementation of
the program changes, maintenance manrgement and QA plan to monitor procedure adherence
to evaluate program effectivenes.s. GPUN will also conduct a review to determine if a larger
percentage of commercial grade dedication parts could be pre-installation tested prior to issue,
i.e., in the warehouse. GPUN has committed to a target date of September 1,1992, for
completing these actions. [
Plant management has acknowledged that the QA findings revealed a significant problem with
the implementation of the commercial grade dedication process. In addition to the procedural
adherence problem, a number of process implementation problems were brought out during
the subsequent licensee investigation, including training inadequacies, a need to better define
accountabilities for implementation of all portions of the process, and some needed
administrative improvements (such as merging commercial dedication post-ir.stallation testing
into job order post-maintenance testing requirements).

The inspectors concluded that problems in commercial grade dedication program
implementation had caused numerous instances of failure to comply with Procedure 125.2 and
represented a violation of NRC requirements. However, the response to the initial QA
findings was prompt and safety conscious. Subsequent action resulted in the dedication of a
considerable amount of resources to assess the status of installed components and implement
workable short-term corrective actions. The short-term corrective actions have provided an
adequate interim means of assuring that pre- or post-installation commercially dedicated parts
testing is appropriately completed. The long-term corrective actions which have been

_ _ . - - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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committed to by GPUN appear to be appropriate. For these reasons, this violation was not
cited pursuant to NRC Enforcement Policy,10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1992), Section Vil,
B(2).

7.0 REVIEW OF PREVIOUSIN OPENED ITEMS (92702)

11 iated) Violation 50-219/91-25-01. This violation related to a second failure ta post a
tu inical specification required fire watch when a Gre detection or suppression syste n was
made inoperable. In response to the violation, dated November 6,1991, the licensee stated
that a fire watch was posted in the area once identified as necessary; instructions were given
to the group shift supervisors (GSS) by the Manager, Plant Operations on fire suppression
system operability wher, a trouble alarm has been received on a fire pancl; a new operator aid
was developed which directs what actions werv required for each alarm on all the fire r_larm
panels (in the control room and locally); and that as a long term corrective action to prevent
recu..'ence, the response to alarm procedures were to be revised to incorporate the specific
corrective actions required wheneur a main or local fire alarm panel ani.usiates.

The inspector verified that the . ire watch had been posted as reouired once it was identified
by the licensee as being nece sary. Operator aids have been observed next to each of the
local and main fire alarm p.mels by the inspector. The inspector has noted that the control
room operators have used the operator aids in determining the level of response required.
Since the addition of the operator aids, there has not been a recurrence of a missed fire watch

- as required by technical specifications. This item remains open pending the completion of the
revisicn to the response to alarm procedure for the main and local fire alarm panels. Based
on discussions with licensee management, the revision should be completed by the end of
1992. The basis for the delay in completing the revision to the response to alarm procedure
for the fire alarms was the need to reformat the existing procedure so it was consistent with
the response to alarm procedures for the control room annunciators.

(Closed) Violation 50-219/91-25-02. This violation related to the removal of a temporary
procedure change (TPC) from the emergency diesel generator (EDG) surveillance procedure
that prevented satisfactorily testing the EDGs as required. The cause of the violation was
identified as the automatic expiration of the TPC without any review to determine the effect
on the ability to perform the surveillance after a predetermined time (maximum of 60 days).

As immediate corrective action, another TPC was incorporated into the EDG surveillance
procedure and both EDGs were successfully retested. In response to the violation, dated
November 6,1991, the licensee stated that the following corrective actions were taken to
prevent recurrence:

Administrative procedure 107, " Procedure Control," was revised to lengthen the*

automatic expiration date from 60 to 90 days. This wed more time to incorporate
the TPC into the procedure as a permanent revision it :etermined to be appropriate.

- __
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The computer data base tracking system used to ensure TPCs were reviewed within*

the 14 days required by technical specifications (TS) was revised to include a reminder
when TPCs were within 10 days of their expiration date.

Administrative procedure 107 was further revised such that TPC that were intended*

for permanent incorporation would not be deleted upon expiration of the TPC.

The inspector reviewed revisions 40 and 41 to Administrative procedure 107 and discussed
the changed TPC tracking system with the Safety Review Manager. The Safety Review
Manager controls the computer data base tracking system. Generally, the Safety Review
Manager reviews the data base daily to be sure TPCs have received the required approval of
licensee management with the 14 days specified by TS. To ensure the i4 day period is not
exceeded, the review due date has been set as 10 days from the initial use of the TPC. The
change to the tracking system added a due date 10 days before expiration of the TPC as a
reminder to the Safety Review Manager that the TPC was about to expire. The Safety
Review Manager alerts the responsible organization (Operations, Engineering, etc.) that a
TPC is about to expire. The change to the tracking system ensures that the responsible
organizations are made aware of the need to review the TPCs about to expire for continued
applicability.

Revision _40 to procedure 107 increased the maximum time from 60 to 90 days for TPCs to
be active. Revision 41 to procedure 107 required that TPCs to be incorporated as permanent
changes were to be included in the next revision to the procedure or to be re-issued before
the TPC expiration date. The inspector found the revisions to procedure 107 adequately
addressed the removal of TPCs based solely on their expiration date.

Based on the inspector's review and discussions, the corrective actions taken, as described in
response to the Notice of Violation, appear adequate to prevent recurrence. This item is
closed.

8.0 INSPECTION IIOURS SUMMARY

The inspection consisted of normal, backshift, and deep backshift inspection; 63 of the direct
inspection hours were performed during backshift periods, and 48 of the hours were deep
backshift hours.

9.0 EXIT MEETINGS AND UNRESOLVED ITEMS (40500,71707)

9.1 Preliminary Inspection Findings

A verbal summary of preliminary findings was provided to the senior licensee management
on June 9,1992. During the inspection, licensee management was periodically notitled
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verbally of the preliminary findings by the resident inspectors. No written inspection
material was provided to the licensee during the inspection. No proprietary information is
included in this report.

9.2 Attendance at Management Matings Conducted by Other NRC Inspectors

The resident inspectors attended exit meetings for other inspections conducted as follows:

May 8,1992 Report No. 50 219/92-10
May 15,1992 Report No. 50-219/92-11
June 5,1992 Report No. $2-219/92-80

At these meetings the lead inspector discussed preliminary findings with senior GPUN
management.

|

|
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ATTACllMENT I

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR MAY 3,1992, FIRE NEAR OYSIER CREEK

hiay 3,1992

1:10 p.m. Control room notified by a Maintenance Supervisor of fire west of the plant.

1:25 p.m. E|ectrical fluctuations observed: 4160V IC and ID bus low voltage alarms
received then cleared.

!:26:30 p.m. Condenser low vacuum / turbine trip I and 11 and scram contractor open
T=0:00:00 alarms received - full scram signal - cause of scram was turbine load reject

with loss of control valve oil pressure goviding anticipatory RPS scram signal.
Both 230kV lines and the 34.5kV lines supplying power to the site were lost at
this time. Turbine tripped.

1:26:31 p.m. Control rod drift alerm received indicating rod motion. Turbine stop valves
closed. Main generator supply breakers l A,1B, GCl, and GC1 trip open due
to generator lockup relay (86G) trip caused by turbine trip. Startup
transformer b:cakers SI A and SIB close when l A and IB open - no power
was available from offsite sources to SI A or SIB - complet:: loss of offsite
power. Reactor high pressure alarm, scram signal, and reactor recirculation
pump anticipated transient without scram (ATWOS) ; rip signals received.
Isolation condenser initiation logic 1.5 second time delay started. Vital 4160V
busses IC and ID low voltage alarms received - 10 second time delay before
fast start of emergency diesel generators (EDG). All 5 reactor recirculation
pumps trip (ATWOS trip). RPS motor-generator (MG) sets 1-1 and 1-2 trip

- alarms received. MG set flywheels maintain RPS bus voltage until EDGs
renower busses.

1:26:32 p.m. Electromatic relief valves (EMRV) A and D open alarm from pilot valve
position received (high reactor pressure). Reactor low level scram signals
received due to rapid void collapse. Power lost alarm received for vital AC
power panel and some instrument panels fed by 460V MCCs.

1:26:33 p.m.' Isolation condenser logic activated alarms indicating time out of 1.5 second
time delay - system initiates.

1:26:34 p.m. Reactor level setdown initiated. Mode switch placed in shutdown position -
indicated by main steam low pressure bypass alarm received. Non-vital 4160V
bus IB undervoltage (UV) alarm received. Feed pumps B and C trip.
Condensate pumps B and C trip. Vital 4160V bus ID 10-10 volts alarm
received. EDG #2 fast starts after 3 second time delay. Circulating water
pump trip alarm received. Containment spray system 2 auto disabled alarm
received (by design). Startup transformer low voltage alarms received. SI A
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and SIB breakers trip open. Vital 4160V bus IC lo-lo volts alarm received.
EDG #1 fasts start after a 3 second time delay Containment spray 1 auto
disabled alarm received. Non-Vital 4160V bus l A UV alarm received. Note:
Both EDGs had idle started previously on the generator trip.

1:26:35 p.m. Feed pump 1 A and condensate pump 1 A trip alarms received. All feed flow to
the reactor has been lost. Breaker 1C trip alarm received. Vital 4160V bus
1C isolated from Non-vital bus I A.

1:26:36 p.m. Breaker ID trip alarm received. Vital 4160V bus ID isolated from non-vital
bus IB. Reactor hi-hi pressure alarms clear. EMRVs A and D are open.

1:26:37 p.m. Isolation condenser A and B vslves off normal alarms confirm initiation of
isolation condensers (high reactor pressure).

1:26:38 p.m. EMRVs A and D closed.

1:26:46 p.m. Reactor low level alarm clears. Pcwer lest alarms for vital AC power panel
and instrument panels fed by 460v MCCS clear.

1:26:47 p.m. Both RPS MG set trip alarms clear. Vital 4160V bus ID low voltage
T=0:00:17 alarm clears. Vital 4160V bus IC low voltage alarm clears. Reactor low level

scram alarms clear.

1:26:51 p.m. Vital 4160V busses IC and ID 10-10 volts alarms clear. Containment spray 1
and 2 auto disabled alarms clear as expected when power restored to the Vital
4160V busses.

1:27:00 p.m. Reactor low level alarm received.

1:27:01 p.m. Feed pump 1 A minimum flow valve open alarm received. Reactor low
T=0:00:31 level scram alarm received.

1:27:16 p.m. Main steam line low pressure 1 received (850 psig). RPS 600#/SD bypass
alarm received - time delay after mode switch placed in shutdown.

1:27:18 p.m. Main steam line low pressure 2 received (850 psig).

1:27:48 p.m.125Vdc bus A/B UV alarm received indicating low voltage on A/B 125Vdc
batteries due to chargers tripping off with loss of ofrsite power.

1:28:15 p.m. Begin cycling isolation condensers A and B to control reactor
T=0:01:45 pressure.

2
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1:28:57 p m. Main steam isolation valves (MSIV) closed manually in anticipation * low-low
reactor water level isolation - reactor level 101" above top of active fuel
(TAF).

1:29:00 p.m. Service water pump trip alarm clears. Pump start on EDG loading
T=0:02:30 sequence.

1:29:36 p.m. Reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) pump 1-2 starts on EDG
loading sequence.

1:29:44 p.m. . Reactor level lo-lo 1, RPS isolation demand 1, core spray demand for pumps
on, core spray _1 auto start and core spray 2 auto start alarms received.
Reactor level dropping as pressure is increasing due to void collapse.

1:29:52 p.m.- Reactor level 10-1o'2 and RPS isolation demand 2 alarms received.

1:29:53 p.m. Control air compressors tripped and control air pressure is decreasing.

1:30 p.m. Operators attempt to repower non-vital 4160V busses l A and IB.
T=0:03:30 34.5kV power is not yet available.

1:30:46 p.m. Reactor 10-10 level 1 and 2, and RPS isolation demand I and 2 alarms clear as
reactor level increases.

,

1:31:03 p.m. Offsite power not available. SI A and SIB low volts alarms cleared.

1:31:46 p.m. Operators attempt to close startup transformer output breaker SI A. Breaker
T=0:05:16 did not close. Breaker targets not matched and breaker ready light not lit -

prevented breaker from closing. Attempted to close startup transformer output
breaker SIB. Breaker did not close. Same cause as breaker SI A not closing.
This resulted in a 38 second delay in repowering the non-vital 4160V busses.

1:32:26 p.m. Non-vital 4160V busses I A and IB re-energized from startup transformers.
T=0:05:56 SI A and SlB trip alarms cleared and breaker off normal alarms received. 'A'

feed regulating valve (FRV) locked up on loss of control air.

1:32:29 p.m. Reactor lo-lo level 1 alarm received, RPS isolation demand I and core spray
demand for pumps alarms also received.

1:32:30 p.m. Non-vital bus l A UV alarm clears. Non-vital bus IB UV alarm clears
T=0:06:00 3 seconds later.

1:32:34 p.m. Reactor 10-10 level 2 and RPS isolation demand 2 alarms received.

3
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1:32:36 p.m. 'C' FRV locks up on loss of control air. 'B' FRV locks up on loss of control
air 11 seconds later.

1:33:51 p.m. Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) initiates on 10-10 reactor water level.

1:33:53 p.m. Reactor building to Torus vacuum breaker fails on loss of control air.

1:34 to Restored 460V busses l Al and 1B1. Reactor level lo-lo 2 alarm
1:43 p.m. cleared. C main feed pump (MFP) started and immediately tripped due to

] rapid overfeed - C FRV was locked up in the open position due to loss of
control air. A MFP started and manually secured as level rapidly increases -
A FRV was locked up in the open position *. Air c^mpressors restarted to
restore control air pressure. Reactor building to torus vacuum breaker recloses -

on restoration of control air. B control rod drive (CRD) pump manually
tripped to control level. Due to EDG loading sequence start signal, the
breaker anti-pump feature prevented restarting the B CRD pump. Primary
containment isolation reset. Reactor 10-10 level I reset. Reactor low level
scram I and 2 cleared. Reactor hi level 1 alarm received. Reactor hi level 2
alarm received.

1:46:19 p.m. 'A' EMRV manually opened to control pressure with reactor level was greater
than 180" above TAF. 'A' EMRV cycled several times to control pressure.
'A' isolation condenser manually isolated due to high level. 'B' isolation
condenser was not in service.

1:48:57 p.m. Containment spray system 2 placed in dynamic test. Containment spray pump
A starts. Emergency service water (ESW) pump A auto starts after 45 second
time delay from containment spray pump start. Containment spray /ESW was
initiated in' the dynamic test mode for torus cooling. .

1:50:06 p.m. Reactor high level alarm clears. Reactor high level trip 1 and 2 clear 13
seconds later.

1:52:10 to A isolation condenser unisolated when high level condition clears.
7:45 p.m. Isolation condensers cycled to control pressure until shutdown cooling

is placed in service.

1:56 to Core spray system secured. No injection of core spray occurred.
2:01 p.m.

2:02 p.m. Declared Unusual Event (UE) due to drywell high bulk temperature
T=0:35:30 (160 degrees F).

2:33 p.m. Low control air pressure alarm clears. FRVs restored to service.

4
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2 34 p.m. Declared an Alert due to fire potentially affecting plant - declared byr

h T = 1.08:00 group shift supervisor (emergency director),

n
i 4:09 to Secured containment spray /ESW pumps started for torus cooling.

5:42 p.m. Containment spray /ESW system I returned to standby readiness. Recirculation
pump ATWOS trip reset. Isolation condenser logic reset.

"
7:45 to Shutdown cooling placed in service. MSIVs opened (pressure < 100
9:50 p.m. psig) to vent reactor. Reactor temperature less than 212 degrees F. Raised

reactor level to 190" to 210" above TAF for shutdown cooling.

k 10:34 p.m. Reactor in cold shutdown condition. Closed all reactor recirculation
T= 8:08:00 salves to maximize shutdown cooling 3 minutes 1ater,"

hlay 4,1992

2'40 a.m. While attempting to restore the vital 4160V bus ID to the startup

[ T= 13:14:00 transformer from EDG #2, operator error caused trip of EDG output breaker
on a UV condition. This resulted in a reactor scram and containment isolation
signal. Shutdown cooling isolated for approximately 15 minutes while
resetting the containment isolation signal and restoring power to the ID bus.

5:05 a.m. Alert downgraded to an Unusual Event after the licensee determined the
T= 15:39:00 stability of the offsite power sources was no longer threatened by the fire.

6:11 a.m. stored vital 4160V bus ID to normal power supply. Secured EDO #2.
T= 16:45:00

6:31 a.m. Restored vital 4160V bus IC to normal power supply. Secured EDG #1. _

T= 17:05:00

6:35 a.m. Secured from Unusual Event.
T = 17:09:00

hiay 5,1992 Last of brush fires in the area put out.

i
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